Turkey Shoot Procedures
Sept ,2008

The PAPRC looks after the Rifle and Pistol shooting for the PAWF. The Turkey Shoot is normally held the
Last week of Sept before Thanksgiving. We get our members to man the ranges and look after the
shooting.
Need to borrow two Revolvers from club members to use for the pistol portion of the turkey shoot.The
Hunter Safety Rifles are used for the rifle portion of the turkey shoot. They need to be cleaned before the
Turkey shoot starts.
1. Need .22 cal short ammunition for the pistol, which is shot at 10 meters
2. Need .22 cal Long Rifle ammunition for the Rifle which is shot at 20yds.
3. Need to make sure there is enough of the 3 bull targets which are cut from the 12 bull 20 yd rifle
targets. These are used for the Precision Rifle. They are scored using the international rings (dot
is the 10).
4. Need to make sure there are enough Good Luck targets for both Rifle and Pistol
5. Need to have 25m Rapid Fire Center patches for the precision portion of the Pistol shooting. They
are scored to the 10th = 9.5, 9.8 etc.
6. Rifles and Pistols should be cleaned each night.
7. The Ranges should be swept each night. Rifles & Pistols cleaned each night.
8. Pres. is normally in charge of overseeing the PAPRC portion of the Turkey shoot.
9. The President will normally get one of the Directors to coordinate volunteers.
10. Need a float from the PAWF. = $200.00 all smaller than a $20. $100 toonies.
11. Need one seller for targets.
12. Need 1 person to bring targets into scoring room – Hunter Safety Room.
13. Need 2-3 people to score
14. Need receipt books to give to winner of each bird. One book for each Discipline.
15. Need 2 people for Pistol Min, it is nice if they can trade off but not necessary.
16. Need 2 people for Rifle Min, it is nice if they can trade off but not necessary.
17. PEOPLE WORKING AT THE PISTOL AND RIFLE MUST MAKE SURE THAT ONE OF THEM STAYS AT
THE FIRING LINE AT ALL TIMES.
18. NO AMMUMITION IS TO BE ON THE TABLES UNTILL BOTH WORKERS ARE BACK TO THE FIRING
LINE!
19. Need on the target “LEGIBLE NAME”, “PHONE #” “SHOOTING PISTOL OR RIFLE”
20. Targets are scored as brought into scoring room and the names are put on the scoring sheet at
that time, presently 12 per sheet. After they are scored and a full sheet is done the targets are
put in the waiting room on a table.
21. After the Turkey shoot the ranges needs to be cleaned and tables, chairs put back.
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